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Last weekend’s bombshell out of Russia features the rebellious,
erratic antagonist Yevgeny Prigozhin, the Wagner Group leader
calling for a coup against Russia’s top military leadership – Defense
Minister Sergey Shoigu and General Valery Gerasimov. Prigozhin is
claiming that his mercenary Wagner troop encampment in Ukraine
was fired upon by Russian forces under Shoigu’s command. The
Moscow capital went into emergency antiterrorist response as
Russian Special Forces secured the Defense Ministry outward to
the city’s outlying perimeters.

While Prigozhin ordered his convoy to move northward from
President Vladimir Putin addressed the nation to accuse Prigozhin
of “mutiny” and that he and his followers participating in the plot
would face justice. Of course, this internal conflict unfolding inside
Russia was a golden egg being hatched for all the Putin haters of
the West, immediately portraying the ensuing conflict and crisis in
Russia as an unstable, internally divided nation with growing
resentment toward Putin and his long dragged out costly war after
16 months without an end in sight. No doubt Ukraine and Kiev
supporters in the West all got their hopes up anticipating potential
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overthrow of the Putin government. After all, the US and its minions
have been wanting Putin dead and gone for years.

Unlike the planned crises generally playing out in America and
West that typically drag on for months or even years, and grow
progressively worse and rarely resolved without an extremely
costly, traumatic ending, the Russian Federation’s armed
insurrection took all of about 24 hours from eruption to its quelling,
with a remarkably, quickly arranged and bloodless resolution.

What could have turned out to be a political and military disaster for
Russia that would have sent destabilizing aftershocks throughout
the world, turned out to be just a blip in the road and a footnote in
history. US/NATO/Ukraine were salivating over “stumbling” upon
this opportunity to fully exploit the anti-Russian propaganda it would
generate had gone the West’s way. But instead, this momentary
hiccup within hours was ultimately resolved before the Western
narrative could even sink its lying teeth into it, inflicting maximum
damage in the information war that it’s been losing for some time
now.
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By late Saturday June 24th Moscow time, the Russian crisis was
already over and averted. Turns out that Belarusian President
Alexander Lukashenko’s office for most of Saturday was
allegedly brokering the deal with the mutinous Russian mercenary
himself Yevgeny Prigozhin. The plan was that he would take up
immediate residence in Belarus, and avoid charges of treason in
Russia, opting to accept the “sweetheart” deal while he still had the
chance.

Prior to releasing news of this negotiated arrangement, Putin
signed off on it. Those Wagner mercenaries that did not actively
participate in the revolt are authorized to sign contracts with
Russian Defense Ministry and even those Wagner soldiers that did
take part apparently will also not be charged. As far as the status of
the two Russian military leaders that Prigozhin directly targeted in
his coup, it’s assumed that status quo will prevail and Shoigu and
Gerasimov will keep their current jobs.

Similar to the US Navy knowing that the Titan submarine imploded
less than two hours after its Titanic expedition launch, yet was
deliberately withheld from public knowledge for nearly a week, the
same holds for this latest news event in Russia.

It has since been revealed that US intelligence was fully aware of
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Prigozhin’s armed rebellion by mid-June, more than a week prior to
the aborted one-day event, and that even leaders in US Congress
were briefed ahead of the Saturday insurrection. Uncovered next is
that not only did the CIA know of the Prigozhin plot well in advance,
but by last year already identified the disgruntled Wagner leader as
a ripe target for internal divide and conquer exploitation, actively
enlisting, promoting and supporting his failed coup, not unlike the
disastrous Ukraine counteroffensive.

This backchannel piece of the puzzle is already beginning to come
out. Nothing in this world simply unfolds organically on today’s
geopolitical grand chessboard stage, but is schemed and plotted
often months or even years in advance of its date of execution.

After all, it’s a safe bet that the West attempted to exploit this
ongoing supposed feud brewing for months between Prighozhin
and Russia’s two top military leaders. Lo and behold, Western
intelligence services have been involved throughout. Since the CIA,
Mossad and MI6 are prime instigators of illegal coups and regime
changes the world over, and Putin has been their #1 target for
nearly two decades, he’s especially a target since Ukraine’s
inevitable defeat looms sooner than later.

On the same day of the unfolding coup, reputable and informative
Ukraine military analyst Scott Ritter nailed it. His foregone
conclusion in a Saturday interview with Judge Napolitano asserted
that Western intelligence collusion working with Prigozhin pulled off
this half-assed, lame coup attempt. Since the bloodline-controlled
West misplaced all its eggs in the sinking Ukraine war basket, the
City of London Rothschild Khazarian mafia (COL/RKM) is growing
reckless and is now in a panicked stage, knowing this war’s already
been lost and almost over. Removing Putin from power as this
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latest foiled, frantic failure being exposed for what it is does not
bode well for Kiev, the West, the US or bloodline overlords as their
last-ditch desperado ploy to both retain and remain in power.

Snake in the grass US State Secretary Antony Blinken took
opportunity to take a swipe on CBS’ Sunday morning “Face the
Nation”:

Prigozhin himself, in this entire incident, has raised profound
questions about the very premises for Russian aggression against
Ukraine in the first place, saying that Ukraine or NATO did not pose
a threat to Russia, which is part of Putin’s narrative. And it was a
direct challenge to Putin’s authority. So this raises profound
questions. It shows real cracks.

This remark implicates the Wagner Group head honcho as a
Western plant. No doubt Prigozhin’s short-lived mini-crisis inside
Russia had given the US/West high hopes of a Putin coup
materializing, but all orgasmic excitement was quickly dashed to
frustrated bitter disappointment when it went nowhere.

So sour grapes Blinken had to sling his feeble cheap shot of a
momentary “crack” in his formidable opponent’s armor as the
world’s chessboard grandmaster “Vlad the Bad” once again foiled
and out-strategizes every single weapon and assault the West
keeps throwing at him. With this latest failed attempt to dislodge
him, Putin’s popularity is likely stronger than ever. On Monday June

26th the Russian president stated that his nation is fully united
behind him.

In the immediate aftermath, astute Russian Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov had this to say:

I work in a government ministry that is not engaged in gathering
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evidence of unlawful acts being committed, but we do have such
agencies and, I assure you, they are already looking into it.

100% certainty UK/US intel services are behind the fleeting
Prigozhin mutiny. Russia has every reason for payback against
these countries as soon as it’s positively confirmed, as the Satanic
controlled West is pushing for world war any way it can. Sadly,
people of the West will once again likely be paying with their lives
for the unforgiveable sins perpetrated by their soulless puppet
leaders.

The French Rothschild agent provocateur Emmanuel Macron
showed his two faced shady character last weekend when on

Friday June 23rd he said he’d be ready to talk to Putin as a
potential arbiter to peace and then a day later while the potential
Russian coup was in full swing, Macron eagerly, suddenly changed
his tune salivating over a chance to deliver a fatal blow to Russia,
at least that’s how Lavrov sees it:

Emmanuel Macron was right up there with the United States, as he
said something like this, ‘we are certainly watching the situation
with caution, and it is evolving fast, but the main thing we saw – the
split, the fragility of the [Russian] regime and the army – fully
justifies our efforts toward continued military support to Ukraine.
Macron clearly saw in the developments an opportunity to realize
the threat of Ukraine dealing Russia a strategic blow, a mantra
NATO leaders have been holding onto; [concluding] As President
[Vladimir Putin] said in his address on Saturday, the entire Western
military, economic and information machine has been set in motion
against us.

Lavrov obviously views the untrustworthy hypocrite Macron as yet
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another Western snake in the grass, ready to backstab Russia at
the drop of a hat, just like his predecessor French President
Francois Hollande for plotting with US and Germany’s Angela
Merkel behind Putin’s back to deceitfully broker the 2014-15 Minsk
Agreements.

Merkel and Hollande admitted late last year that Minsk was all
about tricking Putin to bide more time to build and train Europe’s
largest army, a Nazi one at that in Ukraine for a large-scale
Donbass invasion to add to the 14,000 ethnic Russian death count
already purged by February 24, 2022, the day Russia launched its
Special Military Operation to thwart Kiev/US/NATO plan to invade
the Donbass. Lavrov and Putin have learned a very harsh lesson
from repeated betrayals by the West, that it simply cannot be
trusted ever again, especially when West is a cornered animal
floundering rapidly into history’s dustbin oblivion.

Meanwhile, the currently unfolding insolvent global banking and
economic crisis is a house of cards, controlled demolition
masquerading as the elites’ long planned Great Reset, and with
defeat now imminent in Ukraine, rapid de-dollarization spreading
worldwide and growing resistance to the elites’ CBDC digital smart
cities enslavement agenda, the international crime cabal finds itself
on ever-shakier, crumbling ground. As the Deep State cabal self-
destructs, the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia has now become a rabid,
caged Satanic beast, ready to strike out at humanity with another
9/11-type false flag catastrophe, ready to once again blame Russia
in order to ignite nuclear World War III.

After this latest recklessly executed failed coup in Russia, this
upcoming incendiary event to trigger world war could happen any
day now. Recall that neocon regime-changer wench-from-hell
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Victoria Nuland already explicitly told Kiev officials that WWIII is
coming up now in just two weeks when NATO convenes for its

Vilnius, Lithuania summit on July 11th as Nuland’s explicit
commence date.

The now multipolar world is on to the deceptive and deadly cloak
and dagger games of Western subversion in suicidal lockstep and
blind obedience to their puppet masters, and falsely blaming Russia
will no longer work. The multipolar majority of nations are backing
Russia in Ukraine and will easily see through more Western lies.
Following the bloodline masters’ orders so closely has resulted in
the downfall of Western civilization, and the more diabolical death
and destruction created by the West as it goes down, the more the
rest of the world will turn against this exposed and despised pariah
operated by Satanists.

With imminent outbreak of World War III now upon us, the bloodline
controllers are taking humanity for a hell-ride off the suicidal
Armageddon cliff. The writing has been plastered all over the
proverbial wall for a long time, as the ruling elite’s earthly control
falls with Ukraine, so it’s committed to the bitter end to try and take
all of humanity down with it.

Ratcheting up such high stakes setting off alarm bells with every
news-breaking development is fueling internet fireworks in a
parallel process. Signs of the pending Doom & Gloom Endgame
appear everywhere in recent days with the tempo of unfolding
events reaching fever pitch. With so blatant, undisguisable, in-our-
face crimes exposing our Deep State cabal enemy on a daily basis,
looming cracks in the dam of criminal lies and scandals are about
to be blown wide open. Hence, the Khazarian mafia is
unprecedentedly unleashing all of its destructive power against
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humanity now all at once.

Multiple eyewitness accounts from all over the United States and
Canada depict massive transport of military weapons, equipment
and personnel driving hi-octane reactivity observing the
mobilization of impending world war on the verge of breaking out
any day. Over a week ago, Hal Turner commenced releasing video
evidence capturing frenzied war prepping movement by train and
convoys en masse across North America.

The big question becomes, aside from a potential hot war with
Russia and China, is this upcoming war also to be directed against
US citizens when the national emergency broadcast system gets
activated, and people can’t withdraw money from banks, or pump
gas or receive Social Security checks, instantly erupting major civil
unrest and upheaval immediately followed by martial law across
America? Another way of putting it, will our democidal federal
government shift to actively waging open warfare killing its own
citizens?

Despite the fact that they’ve consistently been wrong a thousand
times in recent years, many hopium pushers are once again
jubilantly promising the Trump Storm has now finally arrived, and
that he and his White Hats any second will be riding over the hill to
dramatically save us and the world from total doom and gloom, just
like in the movies. In my opinion, this long hyped hopium plan has
far less credibility than mass arrests of patriots deemed domestic
terrorists or WWIII, or even the welcomed news of long-awaited
arrests of so many high-profile Marxist traitors that have been
busily taking down America after nearly destroying our nation
beyond repair.

What we’ve learned from the first few weeks of Ukraine’s hyped up,
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long delayed counteroffensive is proof that the Kiev government
and entire West are rapidly going down in defeat. Hundreds of
German Leopard tanks, UK Challenger tanks, US Abrams tanks
and US Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicles have been destroyed by
overwhelming Russian firepower on the battlefield with Kiev’s no
substantial impact moving the frontline.

According to CBS last August, only 30% of all Western weapons of
emptied stockpiles over this last year have even ended up on the
Ukraine battlefield, with an estimated 70% going to Ukraine’s
gigantic illegal arms trade via the dark web and black market, sold
to nefarious terrorist groups around the world. Even the Khazarian
mafia chieftain himself Benjamin Netanyahu just claimed that
weapons systems supplied to Ukraine could fall into Iran’s hands or
Islamic terrorists against Israel. Al Kabob in Nigeria and ISIS
reportedly procured black market weapons from Ukraine.

Then, of the only 30% of heavy Western weapons making it to
Ukraine, at least 30% of them are being wiped out by superior
Russian firepower, particularly during this failed counteroffensive. In
other words, very few have reached their intended target – killing
Russians and prolonging the war, yet by design, they’re leaving the
entire West virtually defenseless and vulnerable in its own self-
defense.

The prospect of waging war against adversaries Russia and China
is diabolically insane. Yet the Western puppets following their
masters’ orders are setting the stage for world war. But then this is
all part of the demonic globalist plan to destroy the West.
Weakening and decimating the economic and political power of the
unipolar US loser and its vassal Europe is clearly by bloodline City
of London-DC-Khazarian mafia intent.
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Treasonous Western puppets Biden, Austin, Blinken
and Nuland and their NATO sidekick Stoltenberg are all frontline
stooges that simply do what they’re told. They may be here today
but they’ll all be gone tomorrow, after the useful idiots get used up
doing the Rothschild bidding, they and their masters will all be
going down in hellish Lake of Fire flames, now being fought on the
battlefields of Donbass, Zaporozhye and Kherson and beyond.
Ukraine’s males from teenagers to old men are being blood
sacrificed for Satan so that Israel can reclaim its emptied out
ancient homeland Khazar – present day Ukraine.

With the bloodline elites having misplaced all their eggs in their
crumbling Kiev war basket, their money laundered revenue from
trafficking bioweapons, child sex slaves, young women, human
organs and drugs since the February 2022 Russian incursion has
been steadily drying up. This in turn has triggered a
Western banking crisis, particularly in Europe.

The long planned, unsustainable central banking cartel is insolvent
and collapsing, first in Europe but with the crime cartel-US southern
border wide open, black ops are flourishing in booming drug and
sex trafficking trade in North America, thus the bigger banks in the
US are predatorily benefiting from both Europe’s banking
infrastructure demolition as well as smaller US domestic banks
falling into bankruptcy, allowing the cabal to kick the can down the
road a little longer before the final deluge of financial implosion in
the Western Hemisphere hits.

The $930 billion drug/sex trafficking cartel operating as the world’s
largest in the tiny state of New Hampshire, fully documented by
whistleblower Mike Gill, ready to be further exposed and eventually
prosecuted, the entire global crime cabal stands to soon be taken
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down. The October 2021 release of the Pandora Papers consisting
of nearly 12 million documents exposing the tax-sheltered offshore
crimes of the elites exposes the New Hampshire organized crime
trafficking cartel. The cabal will fall when the guilty are finally
prosecuted and punished.

In the meantime, it appears that nothing can stop the floodgate
leading to de-dollarization, the pending larger war, economic and
financial collapse on a global scale and the entire bloodline
operated mafia syndicate personified by King Charles and Klaus
Schwab’s not so Great Reset for them. It’s all irreversibly in a state
of collapse, crashing in real time are both the planetary controllers’
millennia of rape, pillage and plunder and the emerging multipolar
world delivering sovereign currencies based on the gold standard to
fundamentally replace the old barbaric debtor enslavement system
with a constructed new one built from the ground level up.

Decentralization, national and individual sovereignty are the key
core components to humanity’s victorious war for survival and
ultimate prosperity against our genocidal common enemy. Ukraine
has simply sped up this unstoppable, transformative process. The
globalists’ dystopic vision of us enslaved in their smart city cages is
being opposed by We the People of this world growing in number
as awakened, empowered soldiers of liberty, prepared to meet the
formidable challenges ahead to destroy the Satanic cabal by
meting out long overdue punishment and justice for the
psychopathic haters of both human beings and sanctity of life under
our One Creator.

Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate, former Army officer
and author of “Don’t Let the Bastards Getcha Down,” exposing a
faulty US military leadership system based on ticket punching up
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the seniority ladder, invariably weeding out the best and brightest,
leaving mediocrity and order followers rising to the top as politician-
bureaucrat generals designated to lose every modern US war by
elite design. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s degree in
Clinical Psychology and worked as a licensed therapist in the
mental health field with abused youth and adolescents for more
than a quarter century. In Los Angeles he found himself battling the
largest county child protective services in the nation within
America’s thoroughly broken and corrupt child welfare system.

The experience in both the military and child welfare system
prepared him well as a researcher and independent journalist,
exposing the evils of Big Pharma and how the Rockefeller
controlled medical and psychiatric system inflict more harm than
good, case in point the current diabolical pandemic hoax and
genocide. As an independent journalist for the last decade,
Joachim has written hundreds of articles for many news sites,
like Global Research, lewrockwell.com and
currently https://jameshfetzer.org. As a published bestselling author
on Amazon of a 5-book volume series entitled Pedophilia & Empire:
Satan, Sodomy & the Deep State, his A-Z sourcebook series
exposes the global pedophilia scourge is available free
at https://pedoempire.org/contents/. Joachim also hosts
the Revolution Radio weekly broadcast “Cabal Empire Exposed,”
every Friday morning at 6AM EST (ID: revradio, password: rocks!).
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